S210® Tower System

The S210 Tower System provides a modular, high-density, cross-connect, and cable management system. Towers are available in 192-, 256-, and 320-pair sizes. The Towers and vertical cable managers are completely modular and can be vertically stacked to accommodate a higher capacity in a single column. The modular design of the large-scale vertical cable managers allow a technician to easily install a high-density cross-connect system without spending valuable time laying out a termination field.

Each Tower comes complete with the appropriate quantity of S210 connecting blocks and mounting hardware.

- Includes S110B1RMS cable managers with covers for horizontal cable distribution.
- Optional vertical cable managers can be mounted between Towers and provide greater access to cables.
- Designation label holders with white designation strips are provided for circuit identification.
- Enhanced design uses screws to secure wiring bases to Tower frame.
- Optical cable duct available for providing a single, large pathway at base of Tower for routing cables horizontally.

Features Siemon’s high performance S210 block for performance far exceeding category 6 specifications.

Tower assembly provides pathways for routing and protecting cables from entry all the way to the point of termination.

Screws are used to secure wiring bases and cable managers to Tower frame.
**Product Information**

**S210® Tower**

152mm (5.93 in.)
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**Vertical Cable Manager**

50.8mm (2.00 in.)

140.0mm (5.50 in.)
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**Small Scale Vertical Cable Manager**

153.6mm (5.99 in.)
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**S210 Tower Field Termination Kits:**

- S210MB2-192FT................... 192-pair, S210 Tower field termination kit
- S210MB2-256FT................... 256-pair, S210 Tower field termination kit
- S210MB2-320FT................... 320-pair, S210 Tower field termination kit

Each kit includes adequate connecting blocks to fully populate Tower 406.4 (16.00)

541.3 (21.31)

675.9 (26.60)

**S210 Tower Optional Products:**

- S188-WD............................. Metal duct for additional horizontal cable management at base of S210 Tower

**S110®/S210 Tower Small-Scale Cable Managers:**

- S110M-WM-300.................... Small-vertical cable manager, for use with 192-pair S210 Tower
- S110M-WM-400.................... Small-vertical cable manager, for use with 256-pair S210 Tower
- S110M-WM-500.................... Small-vertical cable manager, for use with 320-pair S210 Tower

**S188 Large-Scale Vertical Cable Managers:**

- S188-300............................ Large-scale vertical cable manager for use with 192-pair S210 Tower
- S188-400............................ Large-scale vertical cable manager for use with 256-pair S210 Tower
- S188-500............................ Large-scale vertical cable manager for use with 320-pair S210 Tower

**For related product information request Spec Sheet(s):**

S210 Patch Plugs (PROD-SS-20P)
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